This token will be used by JINDO SWAP and JINDO NFT in the future. JINDO SWAP is a SWAP built on the BSC chain, and if it provides liquidity, you can receive JINDO FEED tokens. JINDO FEED tokens will be issued with the launch of the swap and will be distributed to 100% liquidity providers. JINDO NFT is an NFT sales and maker place where you can make and sell your own dog by synthesizing several types of dogs. JINDO NFT can use JINDO tokens to purchase and synthesize puppies, and JINDO FEED tokens to level up puppies.
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TOKENOMICS OF SUPPLY

TOTAL SUPPLY: 1000T
BURN: 500T
PANCAKE SWAP LAUNCH: 500T

NO TEAM, MARKETING TOKEN, NO PRESALE.

THE INITIAL POOL WILL CONTAIN 50T JIND TOKENS AND 10 BNB.
The liquidity pool is locked immediately after liquidity supply.

TOKENOMICS OF TRANSACTION FEE

TOTAL 3%
1% TO HOLDERS
1% TO BURN
1% TO DEV/MARKETING

The most difficult thing in the world is to win human hearts.
Various different facets of each face.
Tens of thousands of thoughts come to mind at the moment.
It's really hard to keep the wind up.
ROAD MAP

2021 2Q  All advertising and registration procedures for token growth will be executed and finalized. Influencers, youtubers marketing, coinmarketcap, coingecko, coinhunt regist

2021 3Q  Start develop JINDO SWAP, Various cex listing promotion

2021 4Q  JINDO SWAP launch This swap can run a swap pool and receive feed tokens.

2022 1Q~ JINDO NFT Develop Dapp that can create a new puppy by synthesizing multiple puppies.
About DApps

This token will be used by JINDO SWAP and JINDO NFT in the future.

JINDO SWAP is a SWAP built on the BSC chain, and if it provides liquidity, you can receive JINDO FEED tokens. JINDO FEED tokens will be issued with the launch of the swap and will be distributed to 100% liquidity providers.

JINDO NFT is an NFT sales and maker place where you can make and sell your own dog by synthesizing several types of dogs.

JINDO NFT can use JINDO tokens to purchase and synthesize puppies, and JINDO FEED tokens to level up puppies.
Thank You
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